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Responsibility

Is purpose the new branding ideal for seafood?

18 March 2016
By James Wright

SENA speakers dig into corporate social responsibility and what lies beyond the pro�t
motive

Few agree on a
de�nition for corporate
social responsibility
(CSR). But to Kent
Green�eld, there’s one
simple meaning: To
make money.

That’s what Green�eld,
a law professor and
dean’s research scholar
at Boston College Law
School, told Seafood
Expo North America

(http://www.seafoodexpo.com/north-america/) (SENA) attendees earlier this month during his keynote address. He said a company does not exhibit social
responsibility by marketing philanthropy. Nor is it about posting the CEO’s pet project on social media.

Oistein Thorsen and Aaron Niederhelman discuss the “purpose” behind seafood brands and companies ready to embrace positive change.

(https://debug.globalseafood.org)

http://www.seafoodexpo.com/north-america/
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“The purpose of corporations and businesses is to build wealth. That’s why businesses exist. They’re not charities. They’re not universities. They’re not
families. A business’ purpose is to be the engine of wealth creation. A corporation is the most successful engine the world has ever seen — its genius is in
creating wealth,” Green�eld said at SENA, the continent’s largest seafood industry trade show, held in Boston.

“I’m not talking about wealth to shareholders, wealth in the short term, or being able to pay your CEO a bazillion dollars,” he added. “It’s about taking
advantage of what we have in the corporate form to sustain a business over the long term. That’s your social responsibility. Your obligation as a business is
to live long and prosper.”

Before diving into the often misunderstood and misused world of corporate social responsibility (https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/fairness-
stability-in-ensuring-human-rights-in-seafood/?
__hstc=236403678.25e2407bc14c9cb53c2e340035b2fa8e.1680643222420.1680643222420.1680643222420.1&__hssc=236403678.1.1680643222421&__hs
Green�eld said businesses should be engaged in sustainable stakeholder governance, and �nd ways to involve contributions from internal and external
shareholders. Companies can “live forever,” he said, which compels them to make a multigenerational investment. Therefore, the “center of the CSR target” is
resources, employees and customers, Green�eld said.

How a

https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/fairness-stability-in-ensuring-human-rights-in-seafood/?__hstc=236403678.25e2407bc14c9cb53c2e340035b2fa8e.1680643222420.1680643222420.1680643222420.1&__hssc=236403678.1.1680643222421&__hsfp=715537608
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purposeful or responsible code or culture is communicated outward and meshed with the brand — placing a value on your values — is another matter.
Seafood companies ready to embrace positive change have the opportunity to differentiate themselves in the marketplace and reap the rewards, said Øistein
Thorsen, principal consultant at FAI (Farm Animal Initiative) (http://www.faifarms.com), a division of New York-based Benchmark Holdings. FAI is a
research and advisory �rm with a mission to help the food and farming sector overcome key challenges and implement better practices — both on land and
at sea. What’s good for farmers, �shermen, animals and the environment, he said, is ultimately good for business.

“The talk on purpose in business is everywhere at the moment. Hybrid cars, recycled fashion, humanely raised meat. Consumers’ buying patterns are
in�uenced on claims that go well beyond quality and price,” said Thorsen during the conference session he moderated at SENA titled “The Purposeful Brand:
Values, Pro�ts and Lessons from the Street.”

“Society is rewarding companies committed to a bigger purpose, beyond but also including shareholder returns,” he said.

Thorsen asked his panelists if establishing a greater purpose is the key to the renewal of American seafood brands, which face collective challenges: ocean
pollution, forced labor (https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/intelligence-integrity-in-the-�ght-against-forced-labor-in-seafood/?
__hstc=236403678.25e2407bc14c9cb53c2e340035b2fa8e.1680643222420.1680643222420.1680643222420.1&__hssc=236403678.1.1680643222421&__hs
environmental impacts, consumer skepticism and lack of knowledge (https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/boston-brainstorm-getting-
consumers-to-embrace-aquaculture/?
__hstc=236403678.25e2407bc14c9cb53c2e340035b2fa8e.1680643222420.1680643222420.1680643222420.1&__hssc=236403678.1.1680643222421&__hs
to name a few.

“It’s all resulting in consumers eating the same low amount of seafood today that they did 30 years ago,” he said. “People everywhere want to connect with
the food they eat. They want to know where it comes from, who made it, how and why.”

Aaron Niederhelman said a business model based on trust and fueled by good people is what translates to the consumer. Niederhelman, co-founder of the
Entrepreneur Agrarian Fund, has no direct ties to the seafood industry as his private equity fund connects the marketplace with its network of livestock-based
farms in the Northeast United States, while improving land and soil quality. But he knows the food industry, which he said is one of the worst at greenwashing
and failing to deliver on promises.

“I see an opportunity in connecting with this new generation of consumer who has great interest in higher-quality food, whether that’s seafood or terrestrial
animals or row crops,” Niederhelman said. “People are looking for intrinsic value associated to food — food as preventative health care is a context that we
follow. There’s an element of sustainability associated to that.”

It can take years for a company to establish a purposeful brand, whether the thrust is environmental stewardship or human nutrition — or, for many seafood
enterprises, both. The industry as a whole, however, can make greater strides on all fronts, said Green�eld, if stakeholders “lash themselves to the mast” and
act collectively.

Kent Green�eld, a law professor and dean’s research scholar at Boston College Law School, delivered the keynote address at Seafood Expo North America.

It’s about taking advantage of what we have in the corporate form to sustain a business

over the long term. That’s your social responsibility. Your obligation as a business is to live

long and prosper.
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“It’s an existential challenge for this industry,” he said. “Nobody wants to be the �rst to incur short-term costs that might accumulate and force their company
to fail and lead the market to the bad actors. Act too far ahead of your competitors in the space, and it’s a worry. How do you do it? You’ve got to do it
together. Bind yourself with others and work collectively, competitors, NGOs and governments.”

@GAA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GAA_Advocate)
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